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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to determine the extent of aging of nitrogen ferrite at
temperatures below 100 °C and the structural and strength changes that occur in
the process. The tests are carried out on samples of technically pure iron (Armco).
The specimens are pre-deformed by tension and re-crystallisation heating to
achieve a large-grain ferrite structure. A large-grained structure has been chosen
to more accurately track the change in micro-hardness of the individual grains
during the aging process. Nitric ferrite results from gas carbonitriding and
subsequent hardening. Upon hardening, the samples are stored in a refrigerator,
and then the surface layer formed is removed through electrochemical corrosion.
Afterwards, aging heat treatment at temperatures below 100 °C is undertaken. After
the aging process, micro-hardness of the individual grains is examined and X-ray
structural analysis is performed.
KEYWORDS: nitric ferrite, aging, gas carbonitriding, micro-hardness, X-ray
structural analysis

1. Introduction
The aging tendency of nitric ferrite is recognized
in literature [1-5]. This is caused by the high
solubility of nitrogen in α-Fe (0.11%) at nitriding
temperature and its change during the cooling
process, reaching up to 0.04 % at 20 °C [6-9]. Most
of the research on the aging of nitric ferrite is
undertaken at aging temperature of 100 °C, at which
much of the phase changes occur. These phase
changes consist in the continuous release of iron
nitrites of the type Fe16N2 (α) and Fe4N(γ'). The first
Fe16N2 (α) is formed at lower temperatures and its
orientation is dependent on the α matrix, and the
second Fe4N(γ') at higher temperatures (>200 °С) is
characterized by larger dimensions and unspecified
orientation in the matrix [1-5].
The described aging modes lead to a decrease in
the strength of the satiated nitric ferrite and are not
able to use the strengthening potential of the hardened
state of the ferrite phase [1-5].
It is obvious that at the basis of these
substructural changes of the ferrite phase lies the
release of α"- nitride (Fe16N2) and the rupture of its
coherent connection to the matrix [6-8].

The α"- phase has a multi-atomic large crystal
cell with parameters a = 5.72 Å and c = 6.29 Å [610], which coherently interacts with the body-centred
cubic unit cell of the ferrite along the plane (100) [68].
During slow cooling after gas carbonitriding in
the diffusion zone, the ferrite crystals release the
nitrogen dissolved in them until reaching an
equilibrium along the saturation line changing the
concentration of 0.11÷0.01%. The nitrogen released
is in the form of γ' nitride, which constitutes an
independent phase and follows the reaction
αN→αN+γ'. The shape in which the γ' is observed is
needle-like and equiaxed in the ferrite crystals. On
cooling in environments where the period after gas
carbonitriding is insufficient for secondary releases, a
supersaturated αN solid solution is formed in the
diffusion zone. The soluble component is dissolved in
the octahedral cavities of the body-centred cubic unit
cell, fills the point defects in the structure (vacancies),
and groups around the dislocation nodes as well. This
requires the cooling of the test samples to be carried
out in water [9-15].
Reheating activates the dissolved nitrogen and
the system's tendency to minimize the amount of free
energy leads to its more favourable arrangement,
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bringing the structure to a more equilibrium state. The
changes occurring in the structure during reheating
may be recorded:
- Changes in the integral area of the X-ray line,
as a consequence of structural micro tensions (II
genus), defects in the arrangement, blockage in the
crystal.
- Changes in the mechanical characteristics
(hardness, strength).
- Microstructural changes – decoration of the
ferrite crystals with subsequent secondary separation
is registered.
The purpose of the study is to determine the
possibility for strengthening the diffusion zone after
reheating the carbonitriding iron materials with ferrite
structure, and to identify optimal technological modes
after reheating, gas carbonitriding temperature,
heating temperature -taging, reheating time - τaging.

2. Experimental study
2.1. Preparation of experiment samples
The tests were carried out on cut samples of
technically pure iron (Armco) [18-20] measuring
40x15x2 mm. The samples are deformed by a tensile
test machine with a deformation rate of ε = 16%, and

then re-crystallisation heated at 700 °C for 2 hours,
achieving a large-grain ferrite structure with an
average ferrite grain size Ī = 105 μm. Nitric ferrite is
obtained after gas carbonitriding in the following
mode:
- low temperature saturation:
t = 570 oC,
,
τ=3h
- cooling in water.
The hardening of the samples is carried out in
water and after that they are stored in a refrigeration
chamber. Since on the surface of the samples there is
a carbonitride zone consisting of ε-carbonitride, this
layer is removed by electrochemical corrosion to
allow for conducting X-ray structural studies of the
ferrite phase. The aging is carried out in a laboratory
chamber furnace with a fan for effecting convective
heat exchange within the volume of the chamber.
Table 1 shows the aging regimes studied and
Fig. 1 illustrates the thermal treatment cyclorama of
the samples.

Table 1. The aging regimes
T
°C
60
80
100

5
*
*

10

*

20
*
*
*

40
*
*
*

Heating time, min
60
90
120
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Fig. 1. The thermal treatment cyclorama of the
samples

2.2. Methodology of metallographic tests
and X - ray diffraction analysis
The determination of the crystals size in the
different technological modes is carried out using a
specialized "Epiquant" metallographic microscope.

140
*
*
*

180
*
*
*

400
*
*
*

The experiments are conducted using standard
metallographic methods to monitor thin gradient
layers. The transverse surface of the sample is
observed, with the sample pressed with metal clamps
and thin foil placed on the frontal surfaces. The
purpose of the observation is to trace the secondary
release on the cut ferrite grains. For this purpose, a
polarized light observation methodology is used. Fine
dispersion
releases
require
greater
optical
magnification, which necessitates the use of
immersion optics.
A standard methodology for an X-ray graphic
recording is applied to perform the X-ray analysis
using the U.S.-50IM device. The set does not allow
digital capture of the profile obtained. This requires
the use of the graphical programming product
"Bytescout Graph Digitizer Scout" enabling the
conversion of graphical results into digital Fig. 2. The
graphs corresponding to the other aging temperatures
are constructed in the same way.
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Fig. 2. Areas of X-ray lines (211) in nitrogen
ferrite after gas carbonitriding at 570 oC and
aging at 80 oC

3. Results of the experimental study
The article does not address issues related to the
mechanism of aging, but it sets out the results of the
kinetic changes of the X-ray broadening of the lines
of the diffraction maximums of ferrite, as well as the
micro-hardness.

3.1. Results of metallographic tests
At high temperature (100 °С) and duration of
aging, a characteristic emphasis on the relief of the
ferrite structure is noted, evenly the entire volume of
grains observed by special metallographic methods
(immersion optics, interfering contrast and
polarization) Fig. 3.
Figure 3a, b shows the initial structures after gas
carbonitriding. The difference between the two
samples refers to the manner of cooling (fast and
slow). With slow cooling, the system is in
equilibrium throughout the whole cooling period,
accompanied by the release of the γ’ phase and thus
maintaining an equilibrium concentration of the basic
matrix αN. The release has a needle-like form. The
stable γ’-phase Fe4N cumulates on the plane (012) of
the matrix and arranges at an acute angle.
In the microstructure characterized by its
nonequilibrium state, Fig. 3a, resulting from the high
cooling rate and the formation of a supersaturated
solid solution, the crystals are visibly homogeneous,
with no apparent relief.
Most of the studies of nitrogen ferrite have been
performed at aging temperatures of above 100 °C, at
which significant phase changes take place. These
phase changes consist in the continuous release of
iron nitrides of the type Fe16N2 (α'') and Fe4N (γ').

The former is formed at lower temperatures and is
orientation dependent on the α-matrix, and the latter
is formed at higher temperatures (>200 °С), and is
characterized by its larger dimensions and
indeterminate orientation in the matrix.
These aging modes lead to a continuous loss of
strength (softening) of the supersaturated nitrogen
ferrite and are not able to make use of the hardening
potential, which is generally contained in the
hardened state of the ferrite phase.
The decomposition of α saturated solid solution
follows the general laws of phase transformations.
Initially, at low aging temperatures, Cottrell
atmospheres are formed. As the retention time
increases (temperature rise to 60÷150 °С), lamellar
microstructures of the metastable α'' - Fe16N2 phase
are developed, coherently connected to the matrix.
Upon the release of the metastable Fe16N2 nitride, a
pronounced predominant orientation of its lamellae in
the direction of plane (100) of the original nitrogen
ferrite lattice is observed. In the initial stage of aging,
the length of the lamellar microstructures is 100-200
Å and increases in the aging process to 500-5000 Å.
Due to the obviously small size and the lack of
boundaries in the individual zones formation, Fig. 3c,
d, e, they cannot be observed as defined needle-like
crystals, but only as matrix αN relief.
Upon breaking the coherent bond with the main
matrix, the precipitates are observed as needle-like
crystals, similar to the slowly cooled structures, Fig. 3
b.

Fig. 3. Microstructure in the diffusion zone after
gas carbonitriding, t = 570 oC, τ = 3 h х 500
a/ gas carbonitriding → cooling in Н2О,
b/ gas carbonitriding → slowly cooled,
c/ gas carbonitriding → cooling in Н2О → taging = 80
o
C, τaging = 60 min,
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d/ gas carbonitriding → cooling in Н2О → taging = 80
o
C, τaging = 120 min,
e/ gas carbonitriding → cooling in Н2О → taging =
100 oC, τaging = 60 min

3.2. X - ray diffraction analysis
X-ray examinations were carried out of the line
(211) of nitrogen ferrite, which is a major phase in the
diffusion zone. The main data that can be obtained
from the X-ray structural analysis is a study of the
zones of nitrogen atoms formed in the ferrite matrix,
leading to the deformation of one of the atomic planes
of the solvent. This type of micro tensions of the
crystal cell can be determined by changing the width
of the X-ray line. Table 2 presents the results
obtained from the X-ray lines filmed (211) of the αN
phase and the specified integral areas for the different
aging modes.
The results of the X-ray examinations are
illustrated in Table 2, from which it appears that all
the three output samples have different integral areas.
Therefore, analyses based on absolute values are not
entirely reliable.
Real analyses are obtained using relative values
(1). When using relative values, for the integrated
area we use ∫i,j. Index (i) means taging, °C; j means
τaging, min.

widening calculated by formula 1 according to the
technological parameters of time and temperature set.
The absolute broadening of the baseline (Fig. 2
sample 1) is taken account of in the calculations of
the relative values of all X-ray lines.
As the time and temperature of the aging
increase, we can note a decrease in the area of the Xray line. Perhaps this is due to the system need to
move to a more equilibrium state, which is
characterized by a partial rupture of the coherent link
between the matrix (αN) and the zone of dissolved
nitrogen atoms formed in the aging process. The
aspiration is to build a new γ' phase through raising
the temperature. The studies performed proved a
certain instability of this coherence, that is, it occurs
under strictly defined conditions and is quickly
destroyed. Perhaps this is due to the small similarity
of the crystal grids of α" and α phases, the difference
in concentrations and similarity of the cell of α" and
γ'- nitrite, which determines the rapid transition of α"
to γ'-nitrite. The strictly plastic shape and orientation
of the α"-crystals, which are particularly well
manifested in aging above 180 oС, confirm this
crystallographic difference between α" and α- phases.

.. (1)

Table 2. Integral area of the X-ray line (211)
Time aging
Т °С aging
τmin
τ = 60 oC τ = 80 oC τ = 100 oC
base sample 207.524 165.584
188.685
5
213.045 177.411
10
189.599
20
217.995 200.316
190.497
40
220.137 237.112
197.993
60
228.643 258.780
200.218
90
232.442
120
228.952 222.431
167.421
180
231.164 200.316
164.231
400
188.810 184.216
158.349

Fig. 4. Change in the relative integral area of
the X-ray line (211) at αn, depending on the
temperature (570 °C) and aging time at gas
carbonitriding

3.3. Microhardness tests

(I, imp/sek) in nitride ferrite tgcn = 570 oC

Fig. 4 indicates that the maximum value of the
integral area in the αN phase aging is observed at an
aging temperature of about 80 °C and time τaging =
90÷120 min.
Fig. 4 combines the results of the radiographs
for all temperatures and aging times.
Where the red region of isolines shows the
extremum of the relative value of the X-ray line

As a result of the aging deformation of the
crystal lattice, which is evident from the X-ray line
broadening Fig. 4, a change in the microhardness Fig.
5, also occurs, which is indicative of the overall
change in the mechanical properties in the diffusion
region [16-19].
The results obtained are used for the
determination of the change in microhardness with
the change in the technological parameters
temperature and aging time, Fig. 5. The maximum
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hardness of 470 HV recorded along the blue line
corresponds to an aging mode of t = 80 °C and τ = 90
min, which is associated with the reported line
broadening extremum in Fig. 4. For comparison, the
initial hardness in the diffusion zone of nitrogen
ferrite is in the range of 250-320 HV [16-19].
The elastic deformation of the ferrite matrix cell,
as indicated by the increased X-ray broadening, is the
cause for an increase in the hardness of the aging
matrix. This change in the hardness of the nitrogen
ferrite in the aging process, shown in Fig. 5, is
consistent with the variation of the X-ray broadening.
It is notable that the initial state of the different
samples is characterized by different hardness. This
difference is due to the fact that each sample has a
certain gradient of nitrogen concentration, and
respectively of nitrogen ferrite concentration, in the
diffusion layer. Although hardness is determined at
the same distance from the surface (40 μm) for all
samples, some deviation in the degree of saturation of
the individual samples can be expected. In addition,
the change in micro hardness is measured in separate
ferrite grains, therefore it is possible that the
crystallographic orientation may also have a certain
influence.

Fig. 5. Microhardness at constant depth in the
diffusion zone after gas carbonitriding at t = 570
o
C, depending on temperature and aging time
A similar effect is perceived in the
determination and analysis of X-ray broadening.
Notwithstanding these initial deviations, a maximum
in hardness is obviously observed in the aging
process, undoubtedly indicating an increase in the
strength of nitric ferrite after aging in a narrow
temperature range of 80-90 °С. At lower
temperatures, the activation of nitrogen atoms in the
saturated ferrite is still insufficient for their
segregation and the formation of corresponding
precipitates. Deviations in X-ray broadening and

hardness after aging at 60 °C are negligible. Aging at
100 °C also has a strengthening effect, but not as
pronounced as after aging at 80 °C. The maximums
for these temperatures are drawn towards smaller
durations (times), which is natural due to the greater
diffusion mobility of nitrogen atoms in ferrites.

4. Conclusion
In conclusion, it should be noted that the
saturated nitrogen ferrite formed has a tendency to
age after low temperature gas carbonitriding, its
strength indicating the greater increase in a
temperature range of 80-90 °C (470 HV) when
retained at these temperatures from 40 to 70 minutes.
For aging processes, these optimal temperature ranges
and aging time turn out to be too narrow, due to the
high sensitivity of the coherent interaction between
the nitride phase (α") and the ferrite matrix (α).
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